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QUESTION 1

Determine whether the underlined portion of the sentence below is correct or whether it needs to be revised. Choose
the correct option. 

A shockingly indelible moment, I remember exactly where I was and what I was doing when I found out that Kurt Cobain
had died. 

A. A shockingly indelible moment, 

B. A shocking, indelible moment, 

C. It was a shocking and indelible moment; 

D. Shocked and indelible, 

E. Shocking and I will never forget it, 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: "A shockingly indelible moment,", "A shocking, indelible moment,", "Shocked and indelible,", 

and "Shocking and I will never forget it," all have dangling modifier errors, because they aren\\'t describing 

what comes after the comma. 

Indelible means not able to be erased; you wouldn\\'t say that about a person in this context. 

 

QUESTION 2

Identify the error in the following sentence: 

These brief setbacks despite being annoying, did not dissuade Leonard from his long-term goal. 

A. setbacks despite 

B. annoying, 

C. Leonard 

D. long-term goal. 

E. No error 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: There should be a comma after setbacks. 

 

QUESTION 3

Determine whether the underlined portion of the sentence below is correct or whether it needs to be revised. Choose
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the correct option. 

During the summer, many students go away to summer camps that teach them skills about camaraderie, perseverance
and integrity. 

A. summer many students go away to summer camps that teach them skills about camaraderie, perseverance and
integrity. 

B. Summer many students go away to summer camps that teach them skills about camaraderie, perseverance and
integrity. 

C. summer many students go away to camps that teach them skills about camaraderie, perseverance and integrity. 

D. summer many students go away to summer camps that teach them skills about camaraderie, perseverance and
maintaining integrity. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: Only choice "summer many students go away to camps that teach them skills about camaraderie,
perseverance and integrity" corrects the redundancy error in this sentence of writing "...summer camps..." after already
stating that this event occurs "During the summer..." Choice "summer many students go away to summer camps that
teach them skills about camaraderie, perseverance and integrity", "Summer many students go away to summer camps
that teach them skills about camaraderie, perseverance and integrity" and "summer many students go away to summer
camps that teach them skills about camaraderie, perseverance and maintaining integrity" suffer such redundancy.
Choice "summer many students go away to summer camps that teach them skills about camaraderie, perseverance
and maintaining integrity" also breaks the list\\'s parallelism (values such as camaraderie and perseverance that should
be followed simply by "integrity"). 

 

QUESTION 4

Identify the error in the following sentence: 

As Titus looked at the full shelves of his clock shop, he realized that it would take hours to find the clock who lost the
tiny spring he found on the floor. 

A. looked at 

B. he 

C. it 

D. who 

E. No error 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: The correct answer is "who" because "who" should only be used to describe people, not things. Since a
clock is clearly a thing, this sentence would be correct if "who" were changed to "that." Note that "who" can sometimes
be used to refer to personified things to emphasize their human qualities. For example, that cartoon features a clock
named Frank who sings, dances, and talks to the people in the village. In this case, the writer uses "who" to convey the
clock\\'s similarity to a person. By comparison, the clock in Titus\\' clock shop is just a clock. 
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QUESTION 5

Identify the error in the following sentence: 

It is ineffective for high school administration to make policy without even asking for student input; banning flip flops and
enforcing strict dress codes has merit but there must be a happy medium in school policy. 

A. ineffective 

B. administration 

C. student 

D. has 

E. No error 

Correct Answer: E 

Explanation: This sentence is correct as written. 
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